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The invention disclosed in this patent applica 
tion is a- lamp for outlining, displaying or project 
ing designs of selected shapes. 
General objects of the invention are to provide 

a lamp which will have the design forming media 
on the inside of the lamp globe and permanent in 
character so as to last as. long as the lamp itself. 
Particular objects of the invention are to pro 

duce such a lamp atlow costv and by simple manu 
facturing methods. 

Special objects of the invention are to provide 
simple means and method by which lamps may be 
produced for all sorts of advertising, decorating, 
signaling and other purposes and by which any 
portions of the lamp-globe may be utilized to carry 
the desired designs, insignia or other forms of 
marking. 
The foregoing and other desirable objects are 

attained by the novel features of construction, 
combinations and arrangements described in the 
following speci?cation and broadly covered in the 
claims. 
The drawings accompanying and forming part 

of the speci?cation illustrate certain present 
practical embodiments of the invention. Struc 
ture, however, may be modified and changed with 
in the full intent of the invention as herein set 
forth and claimed. 

Fig. l is a side elevation of one of the lamps 
with the sign or design in‘ an opaque outline sur~ 
rounded by light and with the end portion of the 
lamp broken away and appearing in section; 

Fig. 2 is an end View‘ of the lamp; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the lamp globe with 

the design forming stencil centered in the end of 
the same and with broken lines showing how this 
stencil may be rolled to enter it through the nar~ 
row neck portion of the globe; 

Fig. ll is a perspective view of the stencil or 
masking. element ; 

Fig. 5 is a broken and part sectional view illus 
trating a form of the invention in which the de 
sign is outlined in light and showing a form of 
spring take-up inserted in the socket back of the 
lamp, enabling the lamp to be turned to-line'up 
the sign horizontally or otherwise directed as re 
quired; 

Fig. 6 is an end View of the lamp; 
Figs. 7 and 8 are plan andv part sectional side 

views,.respectively, of the spring contact adapter; 
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the mask used to 

produce the design appearing in Fig. 6. 
The lamp shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is of the re 

?ector type having an aluminum, silver or other 
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re?ective coating in on the inner wall of the 
globe I i. 

This inside coating is usually applied by ?ash 
ing an aluminum wire in the globe during process 
of manufacture. A feature of the‘ present inven 
tion is the utilizing of this‘ ?ashing step to apply 
a desired design or outline over the end or any 
other'selected portion of the lamp globe. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show how this may be accom 
plished by using a stencil l2 having the- selected 
design l3‘ cut therein. 

This" stencil member is flexible so that it may 
be rolled, as indicated at “la in Fig. 3, to insert 
it in through the narrow‘ neck portion M of the 
globe and so that it will unroll, ?atten out and 
layv in close ?tting engagement over the broadened 
and more or less ?at endv wall [5. of the globe. 
At the time this stencil'is inserted the neck of 

the globe is- fully open so that, if necessary, a 
pusher or flattening~out tool may be inserted. to 
fully unroll and smooth‘ the stencil into the neces 
sary close ?tting engagement with the inner sur 
face of the globe. 

After the stencil element hasbeen inserted and 
properly located the. globe may be ?ashed in the 
usual way, producing in this particular case a re‘ 
flective coating i8 on- the inner surface of the 
globe; interrupted’ by a circular, clear space it and 
opaque letters is of the re?ector material at the 
center of the clear space, all in conformity with 
the particular stencil or mask. 
With this particular embodiment of the inven 

tion the letters forming the design will appear 
dark in a brightly illuminated. ?eld. 
This arrangement may be reversed. by having 

the letters» or other elements of the design appear 
as brightly illuminated objects either with or 
without an illuminated ?eld or background. Thus 
in the embodiment shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the 
letters l9. forming the design appear in bright 
illumination in a dark or opaque background 2?? 
formed by the inside re?ective coating 21 of the 
lamp globe. 
This produces a particularly brilliantly il 

luminated sign or design since all the light 
emitted from thelamp and collected by the total 
internalire?ecting. surface'is centered on the de 
sign, forming the‘ only light outlet. 

Fig. 9 shows how in such a case the mask or 
stencil element 22 is an opaque element shaped 
to the light design which‘ it‘ is desired to produce, 
flexible so that it‘ may be rolled or reducedv in sire 
to enter the neck of the globe and such that it will 
spread out and lay ?at against the end wall of 
the lamp. 
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While various materials may be used for the 
stencil, mask or shield, “Silicone” rubber and 
asbestos and “Silicone” rubber impregnated with 
?bre glass have been found suited to this purpose. 
If desired, ?bre, cardboard or paper may be used, 
being discarded if too badly scorched after a 
single use or possibly after use several times. 
The “Silicone” rubber has a tendency to cling 

to the glass and will last more or less inde?nitely 
and thusis considered as having advantages over 
other materials. This factor of clinging to the 
glass is particularly advantageous where it may 
be desired to locate and temporarily hold the 
stencil or shield in place over some other than the 
flattened end portion of the globe, for example 
over the inclined ?aring side wall portions 23 or 
the large diameter curved wall portions 24, Fig. 3. 

Instead of being simply flat, the masking ele 
ment may be molded or shaped to ?t the exact 
contour of that portion of the globe which is to 
carry the design, it being in the contemplation 
of the invention that the design may be “im 
printed” in the manner disclosed on any portion 
of the inner wall of the globe; 
To enable the lamp being turned in a ?xed 

socket to a, position where a name, sign or other 
indicia will read properly, a spring contactor may 
be placed in the socket in back‘of the lamp where 
it will yield to turning movement of the lamp 
and provide necessary connection with the lamp 
turned to the proper position. Such an adapter 
or yieldable connector is shown in Figs. '7 and 8, 
consisting of a coiled spring 25‘ having a terminal 
26 at one end for engagement with the center 
socket terminal 21, and a terminal 28 at the op 
posite end for engagement bythe lamp terminal 
29, the outer rim of the spring being protected 
at opposite ends by insulating discs 30, 3!, small 
enough to freely enter the socket but large enough 
to prevent the spring from slipping sideways into 
engagement with the side terminal 32 of the 
socket. 
In use this yieldable connector may be simply 

dropped into the socket ahead of the lamp and 
then the lamp screwed inward to make contact 
and turned beyond that to the point where the 
reading matter or design is in the desired reading 
or display relation. 
The invention is of broad scope, providing an 

inexpensive method of manufacturing lamps for 
various advertising, signal or display purposes. 
Names, symbols, greetings, signs and the like are 
readily produced by simply providing the appro 
priately outlined masks and then ?ashing the 
lamp globes with such masks, to form the corre 
sponding permanent light designs in the lamp 
globes. 
By designs it is intended to include any and 

all shapes such, for example, as might be pro 
duced by a mask having just a small opening for 
producing a concentrated “spot” of light. 

It is contemplated also that a magnifying lens 
might be incorporated in the lamp, supported be 
tween the ?lament or light source and the sten 
ciled design to effect a magni?ed projection of 
the design. The mask, as particularly shown in 
Fig. 9, may be made up of continuously connected 
characters indirectly readable, instead of the re 
verse design usually required in making stencils. 
The marking of the lamp is permanent in char 
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4 
acter, enabling the lamp to be cleaned or treated 
in any way without possibility of injuring the 
design. Also, this construction permits the globe 
to be tinted, colored or otherwise treated to 
enhance or vary the display in any way. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The herein disclosed method of manufac 

turing a display lamp comprising inserting a mask 
carrying the delineation of the desired design in 
a folded condition through the restricted neck of 
a lamp globe, unfolding the mask within the globe 
and spreading the same in close-?tting engage 
ment with the inner surface of the globe and 
then ?ashing the interior of the globe with said 
mask in the unfolded condition and thereby coat 
ing the inner surface of the globe with re?ective 
material outlining the character depicted by the 
mask. 

2. The herein disclosed method of manufac 
turing a display lamp comprising providing a 
mask of continuously connected characters, 
placing the same against the inner surface of a 
lamp globe, ?ashing the globe with the mask in 
place with a coating material and then removing 
the mask to leave the interior of the globe coated 
except for those continuously connected portions 
covered by the mask. 

3. The herein disclosed method of manufac 
turing a display lamp comprising providing a 
stencil of sheet material of a character which will 
temporarily cling to the inner surface of a lamp 
globe, su?iciently ?reproof to stand the heat gen 
erated in ?ashing a metallic vapor lamp coating, 
?exible enough to conform to the curvature of a 
lamp globe and shaped to delineate a desired de 
sign, inserting said stencil in the lamp globe and 
smoothing it into temporarily adhered engage 
ment with a selected portion of the inner surface 
of a lamp globe, ?ashing the interior of the globe 
with a metallic reflective coating while said sten 
cil is in place to coat the inner surface of the 
globe except for those portions covered by the 
stencil and then bodily removing the stencil to 
leave the interior of the lamp covered with a re 
?ective coating carrying the design delineated by 
the stencil. 

4. A step article of manufacture comprising a 
lamp globe open at the stem end and having a 
stencil of ?exible ?re-resisting sheet material of 
a character to cling to the surface of the globe 
and cut to delineate a desired design, tempo 
rarily adhered to a selected portion of the inner 
surface of the globe, preparatory to coating the 
inner surface of the globe. 
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